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Time:3 Hours

Instructions to Candidates:

' 1) Section - I is comPulsory.

B,Sc. II Semester Degree Examinationo May - 2018

PHYSICS

Fleat, Thermodyrnamics, Waves anrl Oscillations

Paper - 2.1

b) Isothermai compression

d) AdiabaticexPansion

b) -230'c

d) None of these
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Maximum Marks : 80
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Z) Answer any four questions each from section - II and from Section - III

Section - I

Answer any Twelve ofthe following :

A) Chbose the correct ansn'er

i) Maxwell's law of distribution ofvelocities gives'

a) Velocity of individual molecules

b) Probable velocitY of molecules

c) VelocitY of all molecules

d) All of these

ii) lncrease in temperature results in

a) Isothermal exPansion

c) Adiabatic comPression

iii) The critical terneprature ofhelium is about

g -268"C.

c) -180"C

iv) Whena particle executing SHM occupies its mean position, its

zero.
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b) acceleration

d) Kinetic energy

i) The net gain in entropy of the working substance in a carnot cycle is

ii) For a short wavelengths planck's radiation law reduces to

iii) Distance between two consecutive nodes is

l9 The sabine's reverberation time formula is

C) State True orFalse

i) During adiabatic process entropy remains constant

ii) Air can be liquified by Linde's process

iii) Energy is transferred by stationary waves

D) Answerthe following in one or two sentences.

i) State carnot's theorem.

ii) State principle of refrigeration

iii) What are beats?

iv) Define overtones

Section - II
2. State and prove the law of equiportion of energy (4x4:16)

: 
Derive ax expression for workdone during isothermal process.

4. Explain the results ofAndrew's experiment on carbon dioxide.

5. Mention the properties of thermal radiation.

6. Dcrivc on expression for velocity ofprogressive wave Lr a inedium

7. Mention the requisites of good acoustics.
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a) Velocity

c) Momentum

B) Irill inthe blanks
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10. a)

b)

13. a)

b)
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Section - III
a) What is heat engine? Derive an expression forthe efficiency of carnot's heat engine

in terms of temperature of the source and sink

(3)

8.

a.

b) A carnot engine whose temperature ofthe source is 500 K takes 250 calories of heat
at this temp and rejects 150 calories of heat to the sink. What is the temp ofthe sink?
Also calculate the efficiency of the engine.

(e)

(4)

(e)

(4)

a) Deduce claussius and clapeyron equation. Explain the effect ofpressure on melting
point and boiling point.

b) Calculate the change in boiling point ofwater when the pressure is increased by one
atmosphere (:Iff Nm-'). Boiling point of water at atmospheric pressure is 373 K.
specific volume of steam is 1.671 m3 and that of water is 1r 10"m'. Specific latent
heat of wat er : 2 :268" I 06Jkg-' .

11. a)

b)

12. a)

b)

Give the theory ofpofous plug experiment and derive an expression for temperature
of inversion. (e)

(4)

(4)

(e)

(e)

Calcualte the change in entropy when 10 gm of ice at OoC is converted into water at
the same temperature.

Given : Specific latent heat of ice:3.35* 105Jks-l

State and prove stefan's law of radiation, write a note on wien's displacement law.(9)

Find the temperature at which a perfect black body loses thermal energy at the rate of
2wattlcm2 given o = 5.672x l0-s SI units.

obtain the frequency of longitudinalvibrations of a bar fixed at both ends.

The velocity of sound in air at l4"C is 340 ms-r. What will be the velocity of sound
when the pressure of the gas is doubled and its temperature is raised to 200"C? (4)

What are lissajous figures? Findthe resultant oftwo SHM of equal period, whenthey
act at right angles to each other. Discuss the cases.

The equation ofa progressive wave is given by y =5 sin(l0ar - O.lnx) where x and y
are in meter and T in second. Calculate aniplitude, fiL-quenc)/, tirne period and velocity
ofthe wave. (4)


